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From: Bower, Nicholas
Sent: Wednesday, October 30, 2013 12:07 PM

Area 204 Providers and Center Managers,

All providers and CM's please review the following and let me know if you
have any questions.

There have been some very good questions recently about how our prompt pay
system works.  First, this is an option designed for uninsured patients to
receive care at a discount cost. It has three tiers of payment based on
what services are received at our centers: 1. $109  2. $149 and 3. $199  
These rates are tremendously low vs emergency room fees and this is how
they should be viewed and explained to patients.

Patients learn about what constitutes each tier at the time of payment via
a brochure when they register.  Primarily, billing questions are handled
by FOA staff in order to allow providers to practice correct medicine,
doing what's right for the patient and not engaging in fee for service
discussions directly with the patients.  However, there may be times when
a discussion is necessary and if there is any disagreement with the
patient about what is needed VS cost - please always err on the side of
the MedExpress way - 'Do what is right for the patient' - first medically,
while also being kind and giving great service.  All prompt pay patients
receive 10 days of courtesy follow up for no - charge from the day of
their initial visit.

** For prompt pay patients, the money is collected up front with one
important exception.  If they only pay for a tier one visit $109, return
within the 10 day free follow-up period and receive a service included in
tier two or three (ie: X-ray, some injections) we do NOT collect
additional money. If they receive a service not included in the tier
system (durable medical equipment such as crutches, etc) we DO collect. **

Thank you for your attention to this information and please contact me if
you have any questions.

Nicholas

Nicholas Bower DO
Area 204 Medical Director
MedExpress Urgent Care
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